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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)/drones are used in the logistics field because of their flexibility, low cost, environmental

protection and energy-saving advantages, which can achieve both economic benefits and social benefits.
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1. Introduction

The widespread adoption of green vehicles in logistics may help alleviate problems such as environmental pollution,

global warming and oil dependency. In this context, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)/drones may represent a useful and

innovative means of transportation . UAVs are unmanned aircrafts that use radio remote control equipment and self-

contained program control devices or are operated completely or intermittently by on-board computers.

As a technology with high flexibility, low cost, environmental protection, energy conservation and other advantages, UAVs

are applied in logistics. The application of UAVs can reduce the number of vans or lorries circulating in the city, thereby

reducing traffic congestion, noise pollution and pollution emissions. The application of UAVs in the field of logistics can be

subclassified into: regional UAV transportation, UAVs express delivery (terminal distribution), UAVs rescue (emergency

logistics) and UAVs storage management (inventory, inspection, etc.), among which regional UAV transportation and UAV

terminal distribution are the main forms. There are two types of UAV distribution systems, of which the main forms are

branch line UAV transportation and UAV terminal distribution. The UAVs used by two well-known logistics companies in

China serve as an example: one is the “point-to-multiple” UAV logistics distribution mode represented by JD, which

involves control of multiple UAVs, while the other is the “peer-to-peer” UAV logistics distribution mode represented by S.F.

Express, which involves control of a single UAV.

2. Application of UAVs in Logistics

It can be seen that most previous reviews  focused on summarizing the theoretical models, while some 

focused on summarizing the application scenarios. Researchers summarize the literature on logistics drones in the last

two years based on the theoretical models and application scenarios and propose the following content framework (see

Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Content framework.

2.1. Theoretical Models

The previous reviews  focused on summarizing the route planning problem in theoretical models, mainly involving

the optimization of paths, which specifically include the mathematical models, the solution methods and the types of UAVs

used in the literature. Due to the complexity and dynamics of the path environment, it is not easy for UAVs to accomplish

distribution tasks under various safety risks (e.g., crashes and collisions), and the development of efficient and flexible

UAV path planning algorithms have become inevitable . The relevant literature in the last two years also focuses on the

study of route planning problems in the theoretical model. Many scholars used different algorithms to achieve the goals of

path minimization, cost minimization, etc. Among them, there is much literature on the traveling salesman problem.

Considering that the traveling salesman problem belongs to a special path planning problem and partially overlaps with

the research content of the last mile problem, the traveling salesman problem is classified into one category and other

path planning problems are classified into another category.

2.2. Application Scenarios

A previous review  summarized the novel delivery concepts and decision problems for last-mile delivery in application

scenarios. Another review  focused on summarizing the latest optimization methods and synchronization between trucks

and drones. The literature related to logistics drones in the last two years mainly focuses on last-mile delivery problems

and medical safety issues in application scenarios. With vehicle congestion and customer dispersion, timely delivery has

become a challenge for last-mile delivery. In recent years in the environment of the COVID-19 epidemic, the rapid spread

of viruses and the high rate of infection in the population have made logistics delivery more difficult. The safety of drone

delivery in medical safety has become one of the research topics for many scholars. In addition, the pricing and cost of

UAVs have also received a lot of attention.

2.3. Other Problems

In addition to the theoretical model and application scenarios, nine studies remain that are not summarized, including

studies on UAV scheduling problems, UAV pricing problems and obstacles to UAV implementation.

UAV delivery will encounter more difficulties than manual delivery. Bhawesh Sah et al. identified and prioritized the

barriers to UAV logistics implementation based on their criticality by using the fuzzy Delphi method (FDM) and the analytic

hierarchy process (AHP). Initially, 34 barriers are identified through expert opinion and an extensive literature review.

Finally, the management significance of the research results that can help practitioners and decision-makers to effectively

implement drones in the logistics department is discussed . Aditya Kamat et al. analyzed the various barriers hindering

the implementation of UAVs in humanitarian logistics for both developed and developing nations, and they propose an

interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set (IVIFS) to calculate a UAV implementation hindrance index (DIHI) .
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Due to the limitation of delivery time, Yohei HAZAMA et al. proposed a GA to solve the package delivery scheduling

problem. They define the parcel delivery scheduling problem as finding the assignment of customers to both the UAVs

and their takeoff points. The purpose is to find the near-optimal solution in a short time to reduce the cost and time

required for package delivery . Kai Wang et al. proposed a piggyback transportation problem based on the last-mile

flying warehouse; they formulated the Piggyback Transportation Problem, investigated its computational complexity and

derived suitable solution procedures .

Considering the economic benefits of using UAVs for delivery, Zhi Pei et al. focused on the UAVs sharing system, wherein

revenue management becomes vital in terms of pricing, UAV hiring cost and service-related cost. A time-varying and

price-sensitive queueing model is formulated, where the customer behaviors are taken into account. Different algorithms

are used to solve the problem of high, medium and low service quality objectives . Yaohan Shen et al. studied a multi-

warehouse UAV delivery system, considering the allocation rule that all warehouses share the UAVs and the allocation

rule that each warehouse owns its UAVs. Both plug-in charge and battery swap strategies are investigated for battery

management. They developed a cost minimization model for cost analysis . Marc Antoine Coindreau et al. considered

global costs, including fixed daily vehicles fares, driver wages and fuel and electricity consumption to power trucks and

UAVs, and proposed a mixed-integer linear programming formulation and an adaptive large neighborhood search to solve

a parcel delivery problem with a fleet of trucks embedded with UAVs . Suttinee Sawadsitnag et al. considered the

uncertain factors of the implementation of UAVs in the logistics field and proposed the BCoSDD framework, which is

composed of three functions: package assignment, shipper cooperation formation and cost management in order to

minimize their UAVs delivery cost . Considering the limited capacity of UAVs, James F. Campbell et al. proposed a

branch-cut algorithm and a mathematical method to address the Length Constrained K-UAVs Rural Postman Problem (LC

K-DRPP) .
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